We introduce a particle-hole-symmetric metallic state of bosons in a magnetic field at odd-integer filling. This state hosts composite fermions whose energy dispersion features a quadratic band touching and corresponding 2π Berry flux protected by particle-hole and discrete rotation symmetries. We also construct an alternative particle-hole symmetric state-distinct in the presence of inversion symmetry-without Berry flux. As in the Dirac composite Fermi liquid introduced by Son [1], breaking particle-hole symmetry recovers the familiar Chern-Simons theory. We discuss realizations of this phase both in 2D and on bosonic topological insulator surfaces, as well as signatures in experiments and simulations.
Introduction. The last year has seen numerous exciting developments in our understanding of electronic quantum-Hall states that resolved long-standing puzzles regarding particlehole (PH) symmetry. At filling factor ν = 1 2 , electrons fill exactly half of the available single-particle orbitals in the lowest Landau level (LLL). Within that subspace the system enjoys PH symmetry that is conspicuously absent in the classic Halperin-Lee-Read (HLR) theory [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . There, composite fermions, obtained by attaching two fictitious flux quanta to electrons that cancel the applied field on average, fill a parabolic band and form a Fermi surface-i.e., a composite Fermi liquid (CFL). The corresponding Lagrangian density reads
where f is the composite fermion field, A µ (with µ = 0, 1, 2) is the electromagnetic vector potential, D µ = ∇ µ − ia µ denotes the covariant derivative with a µ an emergent gauge field, and k = 1 is the level of the Chern-Simons term that attaches flux. Despite the absence of PH symmetry, HLR theory is remarkably successful in predicting experimental results at and around ν = 1 2 . To incorporate PH symmetry, Son proposed that composite fermions are Dirac particles at finite density coupled to an emergent gauge field [1] without a Chern-Simons term:
Here Ψ andΨ = Ψ † γ 0 are two-component spinors while γ µ are Dirac matrices. Equation (2) implements two important features of the half-filled Landau level: (i) the Dirac composite fermions are neutral under the external vector potential A µ [9] [10] [11] [12] and (ii) the theory preserves the anti-unitary PH transformation
Several subsequent works support Son's theory and the presence of PH symmetry at ν = 1 2 [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
These developments prompt us to revisit the CFL formed by bosons at filling factor ν = 1, where flux attachment yields Eq. (1) with k = 2. An important conceptual difference between bosonic quantum-Hall states and their fermionic counterparts is the absence of a single-particle description of integer quantum-Hall (IQH) states, which in turn obscures a precise definition of PH symmetry even when restricting to the LLL. To access PH-symmetric CFLs of ν = 1 bosons, we therefore follow a two-pronged approach: First, we study bosons at a 'plateau transition' [21] between a ν = 2 IQH state [22] [23] [24] and the vacuum. Upon fine-tuning, the critical theory exhibits a PH symmetry analogous to the electronic case, in addition to microscopic inversion symmetry. Second, we consider the surface of a particular 3D symmetry protected topological phase (SPT) of bosons [25] , where both symmetries can be realized microscopically.
These methods suggest a natural bosonic analogue of Eq. (2) given by
Note that the composite-fermion density is dynamically fixed to n CF = (∂ 1 A 2 − ∂ 2 A 1 )/2π. The first line of Eq. (4) also describes electronic excitations of bilayer graphene near one of the two valleys [26] . In the present context, the composite fermions analogously exhibit a single quadratic band touching that is protected against weak perturbations that respect both PH symmetry C and fourfold rotation symmetry R(π/2) (see Fig. 1 ). When only inversion symmetry I is present, the spectrum remains gapless but the band touching generically splits into two Dirac cones, similar to the effect of trigonal warping in bilayer graphene [26] . At suitable doping, either case features a single Fermi surface enclosing 2π Berry flux. To distinguish different kinds of PH-symmetric CFLs we adopt notation CFL kπ , where kπ is the Berry flux enclosed in the composite-fermion Fermi surface. Thus, the fermionic ν = 1 2 state described by L QED3 corresponds to CFL π while the bosonic state described by L CFL2π is CFL 2π . As we will see, an alternative C-and I-symmetric state for bosons, CFL 0 , arXiv:1605.03582v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 11 May 2016 with zero Berry flux is also possible. For any CFL kπ , weak PH symmetry breaking yields a gapped spectrum, and subsequently integrating out the negative energy states generates a level-k Chern-Simons term as in L CS (i.e., no Chern-Simons term for k = 0). Absent inversion symmetry, the sharp distinction between CFL 2π and CFL 0 disappears.
Bosons at ν = 1 as a plateau transition. Consider a system composed of narrow strips of width d along the y direction and infinite along x; see Fig. 2(a) . The boson density ρ for adjacent strips alternates between ρ 0 and 0, and a uniform perpendicular magnetic field B = chρ0 2e yields filling factor ν = chρ eB = 2 for the ρ 0 strips. At length scales much larger than d we thus obtain bosons with average filling ν = 1. We require the ν = 2 strips to form bosonic IQH states [22] [23] [24] . It is useful to view a given ν = 2 strip as composed of quantum wires [27] labeled by j = 1, . . . , N (not to be confused with the domain-wall labels y in Fig. 2 ). Each wire hosts charge-e bosons ∼ e iϕj described by
where ∂xθj π is conjugate to ϕ j . When a boson hops between neighboring wires at non-zero magnetic field-conveniently taken in the gauge A 2 = Bx-it acquires an Aharonov-Bohm phase e i 2πedB hc
x that prevents condensate formation. These oscillating phases can be compensated, however, when a phase slip ∼ e 2iθ+i2πdρ0x accompanies boson hopping. For ν = 2 this occurs for second-neighbor hopping described by
A bosonic IQH state with σ xy = 2e 2 /h [22] [23] [24] emerges when g IQH flows to strong coupling. The ν = 2 strip then hosts edge states with two flavors α = ± of charge-e bosons b y=1(2),α ∼ e iφ y=1 (2),α at the lower (upper) edge, where
The Lagrangian density for the lower and upper edges is succinctly written as
Here K = σ x and α, α are implicitly summed here and below. Equation (7) generalizes straightforwardly to the full 2D system in Fig. 2 (a) when edges are enumerated by integers y.
To access 2D CFL's we allow tunneling between neighboring edges. For example, flavor-conserving tunnelings read
i.e., the edge bosons b y,α experience a uniform magnetic field. Our setup preserves a microscopic inversion symmetry,
[see Eqs. (6)] that constrains the hopping amplitudes via w y,α = w −y,−α . In the case of translation invariance y → y+2, only w y=even (hopping across vacuum) and w y=odd (hopping across IQH strips) are independent. When these are finetuned to be equal, the low energy theory L hop + L edge additionally exhibits an emergent anti-unitary PH symmetry,
3D boson SPT surface. Closely related physics can appear at the surface of a 3D bosonic SPT [28] with a conserved charge that is odd under a local anti-unitary PH symmetry, i.e., U (1) × C local [29] [30] . This symmetry pins the chemical potential associated with the conserved charge to zero but permits an orbital magnetic field. Breaking C local generates a gapped, unfractionalized surface with Hall conductance σ xy = ±e 2 /h. At boundaries between domains with oppositely broken C local , the Hall conductance changes by 2e
2 /himplying the existence of gapless edge states described by Eq. (7). Consider now a situation where the SPT surface hosts alternating ±e 2 /h strips of equal width [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Such a surface breaks C local but retains this symmetry when composed with a translation T y by one strip width, i.e., Eq. (10) with C = C local T y . Note that unlike the 2D plateau transition, C is a true microscopic symmetry on the SPT surface.
Bosonic CFL's. Both the plateau transition and the SPT surface realization lead us to study the theory L edge + L hop . Our analysis is facilitated by an explicit duality mapping for network models of this kind [18] relating the surface states of 3D topological insulators to quantum electrodynamics in (2 + 1) dimensions (QED 3 ) described by L QED3 (see also Refs. 13, [31] [32] [33] . The density of dual composite fermions is proportional to the physical magnetic field B, while the number of flavors N f depends on the statistics of the microscopic particles forming the 3D TI:
Either bosonic setup from Fig. 2 thus maps to L QED3 in Eq. (2) with k = 2 and N f = 2 fermion flavors. We will package the two flavors into a single fourcomponent spinor Ψ 4 and use Dirac matrices
where σ µ and τ µ are respectively intra-and inter-flavor Pauli matrices. Following the mapping from Ref. 18 , the symmetries in Eqs. (9) and (10) act as [34] 
The continuum dual QED 3 theory also preserves continuous rotations
(a) Massless Dirac band structure for 'pure' N f = 2 QED3 that is dual to the bosonic models studied here (shown with different velocities to emphasize N f = 2). Magnetic field for the bosons maps to a non-zero composite fermion density that yields two Fermi surfaces.
with R(π) = I. While R is not a microscopic symmetry of the network-model, we expect it to be relevant for CFL realizations in isotropic systems.
We thus first analyze a composite-fermion Hamiltonian H R = Ψ † 4 h R Ψ 4 containing general momentum-independent bilinears preserving both C and R(π/2) [35],
At mean-field level (neglecting a µ ) the spectrum contains four bands which we label as positive and negative according to their large-k asymptotics, i.e.,
Several distinct regimes are accessible depending on g, ∆ as sketched in Figs Fig. 3(b) . In this case one can project onto states close to the band touching (see Appendix), yielding Eq. (4) with two-component spinors Ψ 2 that transform as
The only perturbation allowed by R(π/2) up to O(k 2 ) is the mass term Ψ † 2 σ z Ψ 2 -which is odd under C. Thus the CFL 2π with quadratic band touching is stable with these symmetries. Relaxing R(π/2) → R(π) = I allows the terms Ψ † 2 σ x,y Ψ 2 , which split the band touching into two Dirac cones without opening a gap [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Upon breaking inversion, the PH-symmetric terms Ψ † 2 σ z i∂ 1,2 Ψ 2 gap out the two Dirac cones [ Fig. 1(c) ].
(c) At |g| = |∆| the spectrum hosts a three-fold band touching.
(d) For |g| < |∆| a gap opens and the conduction band 'detaches' from the valence bands (see Appendix for details). The special point (c) thus marks the transition at which the topological winding associated with the quadratic band touching transfers to the bottommost bands (for ∆ > 0; with ∆ < 0 the band order reverses). Integrating out these filled negativeenergy bands does not generate a Chern-Simons term. At suitable doping one thus obtains a single Fermi surface with neither a Chern-Simons term nor Berry curvature, corresponding to CFL 0 .
We emphasize that the distinction between CFL 2π and CFL 0 requires both PH and inversion symmetries, since breaking either generically produces a gapped spectrum. When PH is broken, generic Fermi surfaces enclose a nonuniversal non-quantized Berry flux (Fig. 4) . On the other hand, breaking inversion symmetry while preserving PH always yields zero enclosed Berry flux [ Fig. 1(c) , where k ∈ Z is the level of the Chern-Simons term for the emergent gauge field and γ ∈ R is the Berry flux enclosed in the Fermi surface that yields an anomalous Hall effect [1] . In the bosonic HLR state [Eq. (1)] k = 2 and γ = 0 so thatσ xy = 1. PH symmetry, however, demandsσ xy = 0 in both CFL 2π and CFL 0 . For the former, breaking PH symmetry via mΨ † 2 σ z Ψ 2 splits the bands [ Fig. 4(a) ], whereupon integrating out the negative energy states generates a k = 2 Chern-Simons term. In contrast, weakly breaking PH symmetry in CFL 0 does not produce a Chern-Simons term but induces non-zero Berry curvature in the partially filled band; see Fig. 4 (c) and the Appendix for details. The two cases can be summarized as:
where K F is the Fermi wavevector. As Fig. 4(b A useful device for determining the presence of PH symmetry in numerical studies is via 2K F oscillations in the composite-fermion densityρ. In the electronic case,ρ k≈2K F is PH-odd and thus generically contributes to the physical charge density [15] . In the bosonic CFL 2π and CFL 0 , by contrast,ρ k≈2K F is PH-even and does not contribute to the boson density ρ. Any 2K F oscillations in the boson density thus directly probe PH-symmetry breaking.
The distinction between CFL 2π and CFL 0 in the presence of both I and C is more subtle; operators constructed from composite fermions near the Fermi surface do not distinguish between the two. Still, the two clearly differ in the limit of low composite-fermion density K F ∆, g in the same way that bilayer graphene is distinct from 2D electron gases with parabolic dispersion [37] (see also the Appendix).
Gapped phases. It is well known that Cooper-pairing composite fermions generates a quantum-Hall insulator of the microscopic particles. As with the HLR theory, it is natural in CFL 2π or CFL 0 to consider chiral, odd-angular-momentum pairing between composite fermions-which permits a full gap for spinless fermions. Such states always (spontaneously) break C [29] . An alternative gapped phase arose in the study of time-reversal-symmetric surfaces of 3D bosonic SPTs in Ref. 28 . In our network-model this phase arises from the edgeboson interaction (18) where u + = u − results in C-symmetric-but not Isymmetric-topological order with K = 2σ
x [38] . (I interchanges u + and u − , with the gap closing when u + = u − .)
A fully symmetric gapped state is nevertheless readily constructed as a composite-fermion superconductor driven by
4 + H.c.. We expect that this state corresponds to a 'larger' topological order that can be reduced to K = 2σ
x by condensing an I-odd boson. Edge-boson interactions that generate such a state may be obtained following Refs. 18, 38, and 39, but that is not our focus. We simply note that in CFL 2π and CFL 0 with a single Fermi surface, L 2σ x and L Pair are both absent in the projected Hilbert space. Accessing either C-symmetric gapped state requires a finite coupling strength. Conversely, any gapped state emerging from a weakcoupling instability of CFL 2π or CFL 0 necessarily breaks C.
Conclusions. We constructed two PH-symmetric metallic states, dubbed CFL 2π and CFL 0 , for bosons at ν = 1. These phases are distinct provided PH and inversion symmetries are present. In either case, 2K F oscillations in the physical boson density are absent but appear when PH symmetry is broken. Furthermore, once PH symmetry is (weakly) broken the crossover between these states and conventional HLR theory may be observed in transport measurements. We also elucidated the relationship between PH-symmetric CFLs and gapped quantum Hall states, such as the bosonic MooreRead state which breaks PH symmetry, and the K = 2σ
x state which does not.
A recent study by Wang and Senthil [29] considers bosons at ν = 1 in the LLL with PH symmetry and proposes a CFL with Berry phase −2π. We believe that the states introduced here are closely related; we emphasize however that inversion symmetry is crucial in our setup to define a Berry phase of 2π.
General composite-fermion band structure
In the absence of any symmetry, the most general momentum-independent bilinear perturbations to the composite-fermion Hamiltonian
are given by
where c αβ are real constants. We now discuss these terms according to their symmetries:
1. Particle-hole symmetry broken. The six termsĥ i0 andĥ 0i with i = x, y, z, are odd under particle-hole symmetry. Among these,ĥ x/y,0 andĥ 0,x/y break rotation symmetry; the former moves the Dirac cones in momentum while the latter splits them in energy. The termsĥ z0 andĥ 0z are rotation symmetric; the former opens a gap while the latter is a chemical potential with opposite sign for the two cones.
2. Particle-hole and rotation symmetries. The combination of particle-hole and (fourfold) rotation symmetry allows only the termsĥ zz ,ĥ xx +ĥ yy , andĥ xy −ĥ yx . The latter two can be turned into each other using a unitary transformation e iθτ z which commutes with C and R(Φ). One may therfore without loss of generality restrict the analysis toĥ zz andĥ xx +ĥ yy only, as we did in the main text. Depending on the relative magnitude ofĥ zz andĥ xx +ĥ yy one either finds a quadratic band touching (CFL 2π ), or a gapped spectrum (CFL 0 ).
3. Particle-hole and inversion symmetries. When the rotation symmetry is broken down to twofold rotations (i.e., inversion), additional termsĥ xx −ĥ yy and h xy +ĥ yx are allowed. In the CFL 2π regime, their effect is to split the quadratic band touching into two Dirac cones at different momenta. Inversion and particle-hole symmetries map these cones onto one another and protect them from opening a gap.
4. Particle-hole symmetry only. When particle-hole is the only symmetry present,ĥ zx ,ĥ zy ,ĥ xz andĥ yz are also allowed and generically give rise to a gapped spectrum.
Diagonalization of C-and R(π/2)-symmetric Hamiltonian
We consider the Hamiltonian
where
The corresponding normalized eigenvectors are given by
Evolution of bands from CFL 2π to CFL 0 Figure 5 shows the composite-fermion band structure for g = cos α, ∆ = sin α over a range of α. (i)-(iii) As α increases from zero, the curvatures of the positive and negative energy bands that meet at the quadratic band touching become unequal. (iv) The transition between CFL 2π and CFL 0 occurs at |∆| = |g| where three bands meet at one point. (v-viii) For |∆| > |g| the spectrum is gapped, and the positive (negative) energy bands become degenerate at g = 0 .
Regarding 2π Berry flux
One may be tempted to argue that 2π Berry phases are not meaningfully distinct from zero Berry phases. Indeed, in a rotationally symmetric system the Berry phase may be computed as
and a gauge transformation
changes γ Berry by 2πn. In this section we explain the sharp distinction between CFL 2π and CFL 0 in the presence of inversion symmetry. First, we note that the above ambiguity only arises in the case of degeneracies; non-degenerate bands always feature a well-defined (smooth) local Berry curvature which can be integrated to a well-defined finite value for γ Berry ∈ R without any compactification. For this reason we refer to γ Berry here and in the main text as 'Berry flux'. In Eq. (25), the gauge transformation, Eq. (26), is singular at the origin and is thus not meaningful for a non-degenerate band. A useful, physical way to resolve this question in the present context is thus to infinitesimally break particle-hole symmetry, while keeping inversion symmetry intact. This procedure results in ±2π Berry flux in the partially filled positive energy band in the CFL 2π regime and zero in the CFL 0 regime; cf. Eq. (17) in the main text.
Alternatively, one may sharply distinguish between CFL 2π and CFL 0 band structures via a pseudospinn witĥ n = ĥ xx −ĥ yŷ h xy +ĥ yx ,
whereĥ αβ are defined in Eq. (21) . Evaluatingn for the eigenstates |u j ( k) of the C-and R(π/2)-invariant Hamiltonian, Eq. (22), we find
In the CFL 2π regime, g > |∆|,
(f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 ) = (0, −1, 1, 0), 
Consequently, the partially filled band, j = 2, features a winding of the pseudospin in CFL 2π that is absent in CFL 0 .
Projection onto quadratically touching bands
To make the nature of CFL 2π more transparent, it is convenient to focus on the two bands that touch quadratically. Writing Ψ T 4 = (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 , ψ 4 ), the states created by ψ 1 and ψ 4 form a degenerate subspace at k = 0. The corresponding states at small but non-zero | k| |g| − |∆| are created by
Projecting the Hamiltonian of Eq. (22) onto the twodimensional subspace spanned by ψ ± yields
The PH-breaking mass term σ z projects as P σ z P = 1 0 0 −1
The fields ψ + , ψ − transform under PH symmetry and rotations as
R(Φ)ψ ± R −1 (Φ) = e ±iΦ ψ ± ,
which for Ψ Berry Curvature induced in CFL 0 by PH symmetry breaking
To estimate the Berry curvature induced in CFL 0 by weak breaking of PH symmetry, we consider the limit ∆ g > 0 and focus on the two positive energy bands with wave functions u 1,2 ( k) specified in Eqs. (23) and (24) . Weak breaking of particle-hole symmetry ∼ mσ z τ 0 with m g, ∆ modifies the wave-functions as
Using these to compute the Berry-flux enclosed in a Fermisurface of radius K F ∆ one finds
where we expanded to leading order in K F [cf. Eq. (17) from the main text].
